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Abstract: Density fluctuations needed for galaxy fonation lay have thenal origin in a tepid inflation. 
Our goal is to get rid of unnatural init ial conditions and/or parameters of inflationary 

cosmologies fhile preserving their successes, Simple new inflationary models are capable to produce >10e* entropy, 
HO 2 ' times expansion and to explain the flatness, horizon and monopole problems, but usually only at the expense of 
1) predicting too high local density perturbations; i i ) requiring almost exactly critical global density within the 
present horiion; and i i i ) violating the cosmologie principle outside horizon, 

Observe that the thermal fluctuations at the GUT transition temperature would be just in the order 
of magnitude ae/e-Uf5 required for galaxy formation, Indeed, according to Ref, 1, 
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for a radiation field at horizon size. Substituting ΙΛ00, %r/Mpi5'10"*, *e/es2.5il0~5, However 
a) usually inflation happens at deep supercooling when Je/eilO"5; 
b) f i } is meant for the init ial relative fluctuations at the f i rs t horizon crossing during inflation, s t i l l to 

be multiplied by se/(e+p) to get the final value at the second horizon crossing (21, 
Both above problems are simultaneously resolved if there is no deep supercooling with violent 

reheating but rather a continuous entropy production from a delayed phase transition, so tepid inflation is needed. 
Then Je/e does not decrease too much, and e/(e+p)=e/Ts is not too high. Such models exist, cf, Ref, 3. 

In these models the transition happens almost isothermally« Then S/Sj, R/R̂  and ie/e can be 
expressed by the temperatures of the transition T0 and the phase equilibrium T e q , with the following results. 
Results and conclusions. For tepid inflation very simple and suggestive relations hold. 

Ί) 108T entropy and 10 2 ' expansion appears at 92* supercooling for all reasonable Higgs parameters, 
2) For this supercooling and GUT energy scales between 10 l* and to15 GeV favoured by low energy particle 

physics then is no 'fluctuation problem since there always exist such Higgs number paramter values close to 0( i | 
that ie/e be a few times 1Q"5 for all relevant mass scales. Thus density perturbations may be due to-thermal rather 
than quantum fluctuations; no very weaily coupled inflaton field is needed; the scalar field can be in thermal 
contact with the radiation; the thermal history of the Universe may be monotonous. 

3) The amplification factor e/(e*p) is 0(100) and not 1Q20 of the standard cold inflation, 
4 ) The thermodynamic coherence length of thermal fluctuations [ 1 ] *Vtyίhorizon» since T 0 »T f l a f K i n i , Our 

phénoménologie picture corresponds to a "continuous creation' of coherent domains and a quasihomogeneous vacuum 
decay during the whole inflation. Hot â single coherent region is infiatea to encompass the observable pert of the 
Mmse; ezecrn is not neeaeô, the costologic principle may tola true. 
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